Appendix - II

Language Aptitude Test (English)

INSTRUCTIONS

• There are 18 categories of questions given in this Test. Each category has five questions. Totally there are 90 questions.

• Write your correct answers clearly in this Question Booklet itself. Do not make any marks in this Question Booklet other than your answers.

• Write your Name, Standard, Age and other necessary information on the Question Booklet.

• Write quickly, but try not to make mistakes.

• Do not open or turn any page of this booklet until you are told to do so.

• You will be given 25 minutes for this test. You have to complete this test within the given time. At any cost, you will not be allowed to take more time to complete this test.

• All these instructions are to be strictly observed.

BEST OF LUCK

PERSONAL INFORMATION

NAME OF THE STUDENTS: _____________________________ (BOY/GIRL)

STANDARD: ________ SECTION: ________ AGE: ______________

NAME OF THE SCHOOL: ________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Total Marks of this Test: ___________
Language Aptitude Test (English)

I. Add one letter and make the vehicle.
01. _an
02. _us
03. _rain
04. _lane
05. _hip

II. Rearrange the letters and get the words:
06. stmpa -
07. rso -
08. adssred -
09. cotel -
10. dleievr -

III. Circle the correct spelling:
11. camp camb kamp
12. creaper creepar creeper
13. summer summer summer
14. termite termite termit
15. fight feight fite

IV. Here are some words. Fill in the missing letters.
16. W – nd
17. Bu – t – r – ly
18. S – f –
19. Ha – p – ned
20. S – r – ng

V. What are they called? Write the group names:
21. Train, boat, bus, bicycle, aeroplane -
22. Lemon, apple orange, banana, guava -
23. Elephant, monkey, Bear, cat, giraffe -
24. Ducks, parrots, crow, peacock, cock, hen -
25. Carrot, radish, yam, potato, onion -

VI. Write past tense for the following words:
26. Buy -
27. Catch -
28. Meet -
29. Slip -
30. Pick -
VII. Fill in the blanks choosing the right words given in the brackets.
31. There is -------------- milk in the tumbler. (little/few)
32. There is -------------- rice in the bag. (many/a lot of)
33. People make -------------- noise in the stadium (a litter / a lot of)
34. There is -------------- water in the sea. (a lot of/a little)
35. There are -------------- girls working in the farm. (a few/little)

VIII. In the following words, one is different from others, circle it.
36. bite  might  bet  kite
37. arm  come  farm  calm
38. rat  meet  sheet  sit
39. use  house  blouse  mouse
40. tiny  honey  money  funny

IX. Underline the phrase that indicates time:
41. I built a new house last week.
42. The news reached the ant the next morning.
43. It brought a cat the same evening.
44. The next moment, the termite covered the rat’s eyes.
45. It brought a dog the next day.

X. Rearrange the letters and write down the words in the space:
46. blaolon--------
47. sehll--------------
48. toba----------------
49. spih----------------
50. weva-------------

XI. Tick the correct word:
51. The catamarans are (about/on) the seashore.
52. The plane flies (beside/above) the sea.
53. Mani will return (within/without) a week.
54. The men are swimming (on/in) the sea.
55. Mrs. Ravi is the Headmistress -------------- (of / in) our School.

XII. Give the plural forms of the following words:
56. Monkey
57. Butterfly
58. Baby
59. Calf
60. City
XIII. Match the following:
61. The day before - regularly
62. The next day - yesterday
63. This day - soon
64. In a short time - today
65. Everytime - tomorrow

XIV. Which is correct?
67. Number’3’ is ------------- (among/between) two and four.
68. The sky is --------------- (beyond/near) our reach.
69. This train runs from madras -------------- (by/to) Trichy.
70. Mrs.Ravi is the headmistress ----------- (of/in) our school.

XV. Write the Opposite gender for the following words:
71. Uncle -
72. Son -
73. King -
74. Tiger -
75. Lion -

XVI. Choose the correct phrase and fill in the blanks:
76. Our teacher is --------------- (happy about, afraid of) the arrangements for the excursion.
77. Vivek feels --------------- (sorry for, happy about) breaking the toy.
78. Thomas is --------------- (afraid of, late for) snakes.
79. Idhaya came --------------- (late for, sorry for) the function.
80. Veena is --------------- (afraid of, sorry for) to show her rank card to her Father.

XVII. Match the following:
81. Money order forms - Bank
82. Pay-in-slips - School
83. Admission forms - Railway station
84. Reservation forms - Office
85. Files - Post office

XVIII. Fill in the blanks with correct words taken from the list below:
(Packet, signs, intelligent, reservation, entrance)
86. Suguna did that sum quickly. She is very-------------
87. The watchman is standing at the -------------of the building.
88. There is no -------------in town buses.
89. I bought a-------------of biscuits from a shop.
90. My mother usually-------------my mark sheet.
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Scoring key

I. Add one letter and make the vehicle:

II. Rearrange the letters and get the words:

III. Circle the correct spelling:

IV. Fill in the missing letters:

V. Write the group names:

VI. Write past tense for the following words:

VII. Fill in the blanks choosing the right words given in the brackets:
    31. Little  32. a lot of  33. a lot of  34. a lot of  35. a few

VIII. In the following words, one is different from others, circle it:

IX. Underline the phrase that indicates time:
    41. Last week  42. Next morning  43. Same evening  44. Next moment  45. The next day

X. Rearrange the letters and write down the words in the space:

XI. Tick the correct word:
    51. On  52. Above  53. Within  54. In  55. Of

XII. Give the plural forms of the following words:

XIII. Match the following:

XIV. Which is correct?
XV. Write the opposite gender:

XVI. Choose the correct phrase:
   76. Happy about   77. Sorry for   78. Afraid of   79. Late for   80. Afraid of

XVII. Match the following:

XVIII. Fill in the blanks with correct words: